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The objective of our project is to conduct quality analyses on breeding materials in earlier generations so we are able to eliminate undesirable materials at an earlier stage, thus conserving resources to concentrate on those lines which are truly more promising to become released varieties that will serve the peanut industry, and ultimately the consumers, better.  

In fact, our focus has begun to change with this past year’s efforts to be more what we envisioned from this project’s beginning. That is, to test earlier generation materials in order to make our program more efficient. We have mostly “caught up” in the program so that now, most of what we have to test is earlier generation material.  

During 2006 we tested three different groups of material and prepared for testing a fourth group.

**Group 1:** This group of samples represents some advanced lines from which we may be able to select a new important variety for release. We had 19 samples evaluated for complete analysis, oil, sugar, flavor, and shelf-life. We have not been able to finalize the information from these analyses, so we do not have reporting results from these data.

**Group 2:** This group consisted of 4,600 seed which the J Leek Company used their new NIR to determine if the O/L ratio was high or low. These seed were individual-seed analyses of early generation materials (F\(_2\)), which allows us to eliminate a high percentage of these seeds in early generation, making our breeding effort more efficient. Again, we do not have final data analysis and conclusions about which lines to discard and which to keep. These decisions will be made in the next few weeks so we can carry the desirable materials forward by planting in field plots in 2007.
Group 3: These were samples submitted from the Lubbock program, and again we have not completed the study, interpretation, and final analysis of the data. We assume that, as above, we will be able to eliminate many undesirable lines and keep desirable lines for further testing.

Group 4: This group of materials will actually be tested in our own laboratory in Lubbock, because the expenditures we made were for purchasing supplies and replacement parts for equipment that we think will give us the capability to use our own lab to do sugar and oil analyses on a preliminary basis. We will probably sacrifice some accuracy and over all repeatability, but we will increase the number of early generation individual seeds we can examine, thus, the trade-off should be to our benefit in numbers of samples we can study. This increase in numbers is what plant breeding is all about: the larger the number of offspring one can study, the greater the probability of recovering the desired combination of genes from a cross.
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